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The geometry-based stochastic channel models are proposed in this paper for the terrain cutting, suburb, and urban scenarios in
high-speed railway. First, the special scenarios in high-speed railway are described. And the channel models based on the geometry
scenarios are introduced. Some channel parameters are based on measurement data. Then, the space-time correlation functions
in analytical form are obtained in suburb and urban scenarios. Finally, the space correlation characteristics in three scenarios are
compared.

1. Introduction

High-speed railway is playing an important role in the
transportation of China. The wireless train control system
is essential for the train management and safety. The train
control system CTCS3 (Chinese Train Control System) based
on GSM-R (Global System for Mobile Communication Rail-
way) is applied to the train with the speed above 300 km/h.
There is a rising demand to transmit large amount of data
for the train safety and passenger service. So the wireless
communication system will have an evolution from narrow-
band to wideband in the future. However, the frequency
bandwidth allocated for the railway is limited. Therefore,
the MIMO (Multiple-input Multiple-output) technique can
be used in railway for it can enhance the channel capacity
without additional bandwidth.

It is reported that the MIMO system performance
strongly depends on the propagation environment. The
scenarios in high-speed railway, such as viaduct and cutting,
are special and different from those in commercial cellar
communication. So the spatial channel should be studied
well before the MIMO application. Some pathloss and
channel characteristics in high-speed railway have been
discussed in literatures. Wei et al. in [1] give an analysis
of the pathloss in viaduct and plain scenarios based on the

measurement data of Zhengzhou-Xi’an passenger dedicated
line with the maximum speed of 340 km/h. Two modified
pathloss models are proposed and compared with Hata
model. The Ricean K factors in viaduct and cutting scenarios
are estimated in [2] based on the same measurement
campaign. Lu et al. in [3] investigate the fitted pathloss
model, shadow fading, and dynamic range of small-scale
fading in viaduct and terrain cutting, which shows that the
propagation environment of terrain cutting is worse than
viaduct. The channel characteristics in high-speed railway
for communication links based on Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) are investigated in [4] using
the ray-tracing tool. It seems that the researches mainly
focus on the large-scale parameters and seldom refer to the
small-scale channel characteristics and much less a MIMO
channel model in high-speed railway. The geometry-based
stochastic channel model (GSCM) is widely used in MIMO
channel modeling [5]. The GSCM models can be classified
into the regular-shaped GSCMs (RS-GSCMs) and irregular-
shaped GSCMs (IS-GSCMs) [6]. It depends on whether
the effective scatterers distribute on a regular shape, for
example, one-ring, two-ring, and ellipses or an irregular
shape determined by the environment. RS-GSCMs are
mathematically tractable and used for theoretical analysis.
However, the IS-GSCM can easily handle the nonstationarity
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of mobile channel. Both the RS-GSCM and IS-GSCM models
have been researched in Vehicle-to-Vehicle (VTV) scenario.
In [7], a GSCM combining two-ring and one ellipse is
proposed for mobile-to-mobile (M2M) scenario to study
the space-time-frequency correlation, which is also the first
model to take the vehicular traffic density into account.
Then it is extended to a 3D M2M Ricean model [8]. And
a wideband MIMO M2M model is proposed in [9]. It is
assumed the scatterers are distributed in a set of concentric
cylinders around the TX and RX. An IS-GSCM of VTV is
proposed in [10], and the scatterers are distributed according
to the environment geometry. A novel unified channel model
for cooperative MIMO communication scenario is proposed
in [11] with the ability to investigate the impact of the
local scattering density on channel characteristics. Both the
terminals in VTV and high-speed railway have a high speed,
but the channel characteristics are different. In this paper,
RS-GSCM and IS-GSCM are used to model the channels in
terrain cutting, suburb, and urban scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The cutting
scenario and the corresponding channel model are described
in Section 2. The GSCMs in suburb and urban scenarios
and the space-time correlation functions are introduced in
Section 3. The simulations and compared results are shown
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. The Cutting Channel Model

2.1. Scenario Description. The terrain cutting scenario is
shown in Figure 1. There are two slopes along the track. The
height of the slope is about 13-14 m. The angle of inclination
is 35–40 degrees. And the distance between the two slopes is
12-13 m. The slope is composed of concrete and stone with
some grass on the surface.

2.2. Channel Model for Cutting Scenario. Based on the
structure of cutting scenario, the channel model geometry
is shown in Figure 2. The Base Stations (BSs) are built along
the track. The distance between two BSs is about 3 km. The
BS is 10 to 30 m away from the track. The height of BS tower
is about 30 m. And the BS is built outside the cutting. The
BS antennas face two directions along the track. Only the
vertically polarized pattern field is considered. And the train
antenna is 4.5 m high. The train is moving towards the BS.
Only one BS is considered in simulation of this scenario.

The fitted pathloss model for cutting scenario is
expressed as [3]:

PLcutting (dB) = 71.83 + 43 log10

(
d

100

)
+ Xσ. (1)

The pathloss exponent n = 4.3. d is the distance between
the BS and the train. Xσ is a zero-mean Gaussian random
variable (in dB) with standard deviation 3.5 dB.

The scatterers are assumed to distribute uniformly on
the surface of the two slopes with a density χDI , stating the
number of scatterers per meter. First, the scatterers can be
generated in the x-y plane. The x coordinates of the scatterers
follow the uniform distribution, that is, xs ∼ U[xmin, xmax].

Figure 1: The cutting scenario in high-speed railway.
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Figure 2: The channel model in terrain cutting.

And the y coordinates in two semiaxis parts are ys ∼
U[ymin, ymin +WDI] and ys ∼ U[−ymin−WDI ,−ymin], where
WDI is the width of the slope area. Then the plane can be
rotated to the angle of inclination to form the cutting slope.

The complex path gain of a diffuse scattering component
in this GSCM is modeled as [10]:

as = G1/2
0,DI · cs ·

(
dref

dT→ r × dr→R

)nDI /2
, (2)

where cs is the zero mean complex Gaussian variable. nDI
and G0,DI are pathloss exponent and the reference power,
respectively. It is assumed that nDI and G0,DI are the same for
all diffuse scatterers. Only single-bounce path in this channel
is considered. Since the slope is higher than the antenna on
top of the train. Therefore, the power of paths from outside
the cutting are neglected. In every time instant, the distance
between the BS and the train is calculated. So are the distance
from the BS to the scatterer and the distance from the
scatterer to the train. The Angle-of-Arrival (AoA) and Angle-
of-Departure (AoD) are considered in three dimensions.

The channel is composed of Line-of-Sight (LOS) part
and NLOS part, that is, the contribution from the dif-
fuse scatterers in the environment. The three-dimensional
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double-directional channel impulse response for the diffuse
components is expressed as:

Hs =
M∑

m=1

as · exp
(
jΦm

) · exp
(
jds

2π
λ
rs ·Φm

)

· exp
(
jdu

2π
λ
ru ·Ψm

)
· exp

(
j2πvmt

)
,

(3)

whereM is the total number of diffuse paths. Φm is the
random phase for each path and Φ ∼ U[0, 2π]. ds, and
du are the antenna spacing for the transmitter and receiver,
respectively. λ is the carrier wavelength. The scalar product is
defined as [12]:

rs ·Φm = xs cos γm cosφm + ys cos γm sinφm + zs sin γm,
(4)

where rs is location vector of BS array element. xs, ys, zs are
the coordinates of rs to x, y, and z-axis, respectively. Φm is
departure angle unit vector. φm and γm are the departure
azimuth angle and departure elevation angle of the path m.
And the scalar product ru ·Ψm is defined in the same way.

And vm is Doppler frequency for each path. The train is
running along the track, so the Doppler Effect is considered
in x-y plane. vm is written as [12]

vm = v ·Ψ
λ

= |v| cos θv cos γm cosφm + |v| sin θv cos γm sinφm
λ

,

(5)

where θv is the mobile moving direction.

3. Channel Models for Suburb and Urban

The suburb and urban scenarios are kind of similar to
those in commercial cell. So the RS-GSCM is used to model
the channel in each scenario. Considering the narrowband
system GSM-R used in high-speed railway, the spherical
MIMO channel model is applied, which is appropriate for
narrowband fading channel [13]. Also, the LOS and NLOS
paths are considered separately.

The LOS case for 2×2 MIMO channel model is shown in
Figure 3. And the train is in the center of the scatterer sphere.

In the channel model, D is the distance between BS and
the train. R is the radius of the sphere and related to the
delay spread in this scenario. According to the real case, it
is assumed D � R. δpq and dlm are the antenna spacing
for BS and the train, with the antenna azimuth angles apq
and βlm, respectively. For ease of description, the distance
between two points a and b is written as ξab. The AoA φU

T

and elevation angle of LOS path in train side can be obtained
through simple geometrical calculation.

In NLOS case, the scatterers are located in a spherical
surface around the train. It is assumed that only one-bounce
scattering occurs. The scatterers locations are described by
two random variables, that is, the azimuth AoA φU

i and the
elevation angle from scatterers β.

The von Mises distribution [14] is used to describe the
azimuth angle φU

i . The PDF (Probability Density Function)
is written as

f
(
φU
)
= exp

[
κ cos

(
φU − μ

)]
2πI0(κ)

, φU ∈ [−π,π), (6)

where μ ∈ [−π,π) is the mean angle of the paths from the
scatterers. The parameter κ controls the spread around the
mean angle. I0(·) is the zero-order-modified Bessel function
of the first kind.

The distribution of elevation angle from scatterers β is
defined as [15]

f
(
β
) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

π

4
∣∣β∣∣ cos

(
πβ

2βm

)
,
∣∣β∣∣ ≤ ∣∣βm∣∣ ≤ π

2
0, otherwise,

(7)

where βm is the maximum elevation angle.
According to the definition of correlation function in

[14], the space-time cross correlation between two arbitrary
communication links hlp(t) and hmq(t) is expressed as

ρlp,mq(τ, t) =
E
[
hlp(t)h∗mq(t + τ)

]
√
E
[∣∣∣hlp(t)

∣∣∣2
]
· E
[∣∣∣hmq(t)

∣∣∣2
] . (8)

By referring to the assumptions above and skipping some
geometrical and algebra manipulations, the LOS and NLOS
space-time correlation functions can be written as:

ρLOS
lp,mq(τ) = K

K + 1

× exp

⎡
⎣ jcpq

cos
(
apq
)

cosβ
+ jblm

cos
(
φU − βlm

)
cosβ

− ja cos
(
φU − γ

)]

ρDIF
lp,mq(τ) = 1

K + 1
· π

4I0(κ)
∣∣βm∣∣ · exp

⎡
⎣ jcpq cos

(
apq
)

cosβT

⎤
⎦

·
∫ βm

−βm
cos

π
(
β − βT

)
2βm

· I0

({
κ2 − a2 − b2

lm

cos2β
− c2

pqΔ
2sin2apqcos2β

cos2βT

+
2ablm cos

(
βlm − γ

)
cosβ

+
2cpqΔ sin apq cosβ

cosβT

·
[
a sin γ − blm

sinβlm
cosβ

]

− j2κ

[
a cos

(
μ− γ

)− blm
cosβ

· cos
(
μ− βlm

)

−
cpqΔ sin

(
apq
)

sinμ·cosβ

cosβT

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭

1/2⎞
⎟⎠dβ,

(9)
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Figure 3: The 2× 2 MIMO channel model with LOS path.

where a = 2π fDτ, blm = 2πdlm/λ, and cpq = 2πδpq/λ. K is
the Ricean factor, defined as the ratio of the LOS component
power to the diffuse components power. fD is the maximum
Doppler frequency shift.

Finally, the total space-time cross correlation function
ρlp,mq is obtained by combining the (9):

ρlp,mq(τ) = ρLOS
lp,mq(τ) + ρDIF

lp,mq(τ). (10)

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Simulation of Cutting Channel Model. Some channel
parameters are given as follows.

(i) The carrier frequency in high-speed railway is
900 MHz. So the carrier wavelength is 0.33 m. The
velocity of the train is 360 km/h, equal to 100 m/s.

(ii) Both the BS and the train have two antenna elements.
So it is a 2 × 2 MIMO link. And the broadside of
antenna arrays in BS and train is along the track.

(iii) The scatterers are generated uniformly on the surface
of two slopes with the density χDI = 2 per meter. The
pathloss exponent nDI = 3 and the reference power
G0,DI = 23 [9].

(iv) The Ricean K factor in terrain cutting follows the
log-normal distribution with the mean 0.94 dB and
standard deviation 4.18 dB [2].

The model is generated in a deterministic approach.
So the complex correlation coefficient in [10] is used. The
correlation between two complex random variables u and v is
defined as

ρ = E[uv∗]− E[u]E[v∗]√(
E
[
|u|2

]
− |E[u]|2

)(
E
[
|v|2

]
− |E[v]|2

) ,
(11)

where (·)∗ is complex conjugation. The coefficient ρ denotes
the space correlation between every two subchannels. The
CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) curves for differ-
ent antenna spacing combinations are obtained.

According to the actual space limitation on top of the
train, four combinations of BS and the train antenna spacing
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Figure 4: The space correlation in terrain cutting.

are chosen in the simulation. The correlation between the
subchannels H11 and H22 is given in Figure 4. The curves
of BS 4λ, the train λ case and BS 2λ, the train λ case are
almost the same. It is shown that the antenna spacing of
BS has little influence on the space correlation in railway
scenario. However, when BS antenna spacing is fixed, as the
train antenna spacing increases, the space correlation will
change significantly.

4.2. Simulation of Suburb and Urban Channel Models. The
space-time correlation function is obtained using (10).
The parameters of the model are set as: K (in dB) ∼
N(6.2, 2) [2], D= 1000 m, R= 10 m, H = 30 m, τ = 0, apq =
90◦, βlm = 90◦, the train moving direction γ = 180◦, the
velocity of the train v = 360 km/h = 100 m/s, fD = 300 Hz.
The scatterers in suburb scenario of high-speed railway are
limited. Therefore, the azimuth angle distribution is more
concentrated [14]. On the contrary, the scatterers in urban
scenario are much richer and the AoA spread is large. So the
control parameter κ for the azimuth angle spread is set as
κ = 3 and κ = 0 for suburb and urban scenarios, respectively.

Figures 5 and 6 show the effect of antenna spacing on
the space correlation under the two scenarios. The x- and
y-axis denote the antenna spacing for the train and BS. For
κ = 0, that is, the isotropic scattering, the minimum space
correlation is lower than the correlation when κ = 3. It
is clear that the space correlation fluctuation is decreasing
when κ increases and the scattering components are getting
more centralized. Therefore, the space correlation in suburb
scenario is higher than that in urban area of high-speed
railway under the same antenna spacing.

4.3. Space Correlations in Cutting, Suburb, and Urban. The
channel modeling approach for terrain cutting is different
from those in suburb and urban. So the space correlations
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in these three scenarios are compared by the means of CDF
curves, which are shown in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, two antenna spacing combinations are given.
When BS spacing is 1λ and the train spacing is 0.5λ, the space
correlation is higher than those in suburb and urban. When
BS spacing is changed into 2λ, the train spacing becomes
1λ, the space correlation changes more significantly than the
other two scenarios. The reason is that the Ricean K factor in
terrain cutting is much lower and has a larger change than the
other two scenarios. For the cutting slope is high, there are
even bridges across the cutting to block the LOS path which
can be seen in Figure 1. Therefore, the diffuse components
power is relatively high. So a low correlation can be obtained
when the antenna spacing increases. In general, the space
correlation dynamic range in terrain cutting is larger than
those in the other two scenarios.
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Figure 7: The CDF curves for the three scenarios.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the MIMO channel modeling in high-speed
railway is discussed including cutting, suburb, and urban
scenarios. The IS-GSCM in cutting and RS-GSCM in suburb
and urban scenarios are proposed. With the channel models,
the space correlation coefficients in three scenarios are
obtained. By comparing the simulation results, it shows that
the train antenna spacing has a great impact on the space
correlation. The space correlation in terrain cutting is more
sensitive to the antenna spacing. And it has a greater dynamic
range than the other two scenarios.
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